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Context
This large (507 km2) wild land area (WLA) spans the Lochaber and Argyll border, extending between
Taynuilt in the west and Bridge of Orchy and Glen Coe in the east. It sits at the southern extent of an
area of wild country that extends north-eastwards on the southern side of the Great Glen Fault. Major
roads ease access from the Central Belt, and Fort William to the north, whilst the minor Glen Etive road
allows access into its heart. This is a renowned and highly visited mountain landscape.
The area contains a range of high and rugged mountains, divided by steep glens, and with distinctive
rock features that reflect a complex geologyi. The activity of the Glencoe volcano and its ultimate
collapse is responsible for some of the most dramatic cliffs, ridges and peaks, such as those found on the
south side of Glen Coe. Deep glens and gullies also occur along the lines of faults and dykes, and more
massive hills and moorland are formed of granite from deep magma chambers. Glacial ice also carved
the landscape, with subsequent melting resulting in spectacular rock falls, gullies and deposition, such as
that revealed in the Lost Valley, where a colossal rock fall created a natural dam.
The WLA is largely uninhabited, although there are a few isolated estate buildings within some of the
glens. Land is used mainly for deer stalking, fishing, woodland, recreation and nature conservationii.
Many people view the WLA from outside its edges, including along the A82 over Rannoch Moor and
through Glen Coe, the A85 around Loch Awe, and the roads through Glen Creran and Glen Etive. From
these, although views into the interior are limited due to the screening effect of the adjacent slopes, it is
nonetheless possible to experience some of the wild land qualities of the area, including a perception of
naturalness and ruggedness.
Within the WLA itself, there are 22 Munros and 8 Corbetts whose many rock faces and ridges attract
hillwalkers and climbers, including the Bidean nam Bian ridge, the Buachailles, Ben Starav and Ben
Cruachan. There are also through-routes, such as along Loch Etive and Glen Kinglass, and the West
Highland Way cuts the eastern edge above Rannoch Moor. Rising to the north east edge are also ski
tows from the White Corries ski centre.
The landscape and scenic qualities of the WLA are recognised by its eastern part being within the Ben
Nevis and Glen Coe National Scenic Areaiii, and its adjoining western part being within an Area of
Panoramic Quality (APQ)iv.
The WLA is located immediately adjacent to the Rannoch-Nevis-Mamores-Alder WLA (14) to the north,
forming the opposite slopes of Glen Coe, whilst the Breadalbane – Schiehallion WLA (10) is located to the
east. This means, where intervening human elements are screened, the WLA appears to extend
uninterrupted into these mountain and peatland areas. Conversely, the area is bordered by extensive
forest plantations to the south, west and north that create a more obvious edge.
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Key attributes and qualities of the wild land area


Arresting, steep, high mountains with precipitous rocky tops and ridges that offer
panoramic views of elevated tops continuing far into the distance

This WLA contains high, rugged and rocky mountains that are awe-inspiring in their scale and striking
physical features. They indicate a strong influence of geology, glaciation and fluvial activity, for example
with deep corries, pyramidal peaks and moraine, as well as cascading burns and waterfalls – all
contributing to a strong sense of naturalness.
The mountains south of Glen Coe, including the Buachailles, the Three Sisters and Bidean nam Bian, are
particularly steep, individually distinctive and angular in form. Conversely, the mountains further south,
including within the Black Mount area, are more massive in proportions and appear more complex with
interlinking ridges. There are also some lower hills and elevated plateaux and shelves in the west,
although these share the same rocky and rugged attributes.

The height, steepness and ruggedness of all the mountains make them physically challenging to climb or
traverse, with a resulting perception of high risk, although the main challenge of some is their towering
steep rock faces, whilst for others it is their massive scale that involves lengthy access and ascent.
There is a predominance of rock cover over the mountains, including boulders, scree, smooth slabs and
basalt columns. In combination with evidence of dynamic erosion and weathering processes such as
rock falls, this contributes to a strong sense of naturalness.
From the mountain tops and ridges, there are stunning panoramic views of other interlocking ridges
continuing far into the distance that seem arresting by virtue of their great number and extent. Some of
these lie outside the WLA boundary and within adjacent WLAs, with a particularly close relationship with
the Rannoch-Nevis-Mamores-Alder WLA (14) on the opposite side of Glen Coe to the north.
It is difficult to see the full profile of the mountains from their tops or bases due to visual foreshortening
or landform screening; however, their arresting forms are clearer where seen against an open space.
This opportunity is provided by adjoining glens such as Glen Coe, loch waters such as Loch Etive, and the
expansive open peatland of Rannoch Moor from which the WLA mountains form a distinct edge.

From the steep mountain tops and ridges, the precipitous descent on some or all sides creates dizzying
views of the landscape below, which contribute to a strong sense of awe and risk, amplified further by
exposure. Some of these elevated vantage points reveal human elements below which are particularly
prominent where contrasting in line and colour with the background vegetation.
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Some parts of the mountain interior possess few human artefacts or evidence of contemporary land use
and have a strong sense of remoteness, sanctuary and solitude, for example the remote corries and
hanging valleys within Black Mount. Here the apparent ‘emptiness’ and very large scale of the mountain
landforms contribute to a sense of being able to ‘lose yourself’ within the landscape and a
corresponding strong sense of risk.
The distribution of human artefacts and contemporary land use within this WLA does not follow the
conventional pattern of being more prolific around the margins and leading to a gradually more remote
interior with fewer human elements. In contrast, there is a strong presence of human elements within
the centre of this WLA (albeit outside the boundary, as an exclusion around Glen Etive) and within some
interior glens that diminish the sense of remoteness. The effects of these human elements are amplified
where they link across the area between the interior and the margins, for example by vehicular tracks or
power lines.



A series of deep glens carved through the mountains, with arresting side slopes and
spectacular geological features that contribute to a strong sense of naturalness

This WLA is divided by a series of deeply carved glens, whose framed views and towering slopes seem
imposing and arresting, whilst their aspect and steepness are also highlighted by contrasts of shadow;
for example Glen Coe, Glen Etive, Lairig Gartain and Lairig Eilde. These are awe inspiring in their large
scale and simple glaciated forms, for example with U-shaped glens, hanging valleys and elevated corries.
These also combine with moraine, dynamic rivers and waterfalls to contribute to the sense of
naturalness.
Of particular prominence upon the slopes and floors of some of the glens are some spectacular boulders
from rock falls, as well as deep grooves carved down the glen slopes and corresponding deposition fans
below.

The steep glen slopes create dramatic framed views through the landscape, but these also limit visibility
in opposite directions. This shielding can contribute to a sense of sanctuary within the glens, whilst the
slopes can be so steep and thus seem so impenetrable that they also increase the sense of remoteness.
Native woodland occurs within some of the glens, for example
Glen Ure, often located where it is most inaccessible or
adjacent to rivers or tributary burns. The trees create shelter
within the landscape and contribute to the sense of
naturalness. In some places, this is influenced by deer fences
that indicate human intervention in grazing regimes, and thus
diminish the sense of naturalness, as well as appearing as a
human artefact.
The main access routes within and just outside this WLA run through glens. This includes some key
infrastructure corridors around the outside containing roads, railway lines and/or power lines that
appear as human artefacts, whilst their associated activity and noise diminishes the sense of sanctuary.
Conversely, movement through the interior glens is typically via stalkers’ paths or estate tracks – some
of these continuing up into the hills, whilst others cross through the area, for example along Loch Etive
and Glen Kinglass. Many of these routes are long established and link isolated historic features such as
ruined croft buildings, enclosures or shielings.
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Although Loch Etive is only partially located within the WLA, it is visible from a large proportion of the
area, forming a striking and awe-inspiring linear feature cut through the mountains. Its upper reaches
have some arresting qualities, influenced by the rugged mountain slopes of Beinn Trilleachan and Ben
Starav opposite. There are also a number of human elements along parts of the loch that have
cumulative effects.
Estate management within the WLA tends to be focused within
the glens or around loch shores, resulting in a range of human
artefacts and evidence of contemporary land use such as estate
buildings, tracks and shelterbelts. In some places these
elements appear isolated, small scale, concentrated and lowkey in siting and design, and thus their effects are limited in
extent; whilst, in other places, elements are extensive or more
numerous, leading to cumulative effects, such as within Glen
Strae.
Large forest plantations extend from outside the north, west and southern edges of this WLA, whilst
isolated blocks are located within some of the glens within the interior. These diminish the perception
of naturalness and represent contemporary land use, whilst numerous forest plantations around the
edge also have cumulative effects.
Although lying outside the WLA boundary (within an exclusion
in the centre), Glenetive Forest encroaches upon the wild land
qualities within the surrounding area. This is partly due to its
central location surrounded by mountains, as well as its very
large size and extension onto elevated slopes, prominent highlevel haul road and frequent forestry activities, and incongruity
of shape, colour and texture.



A high number of visitors that seek different wild land qualities and are able to
experience a wide range of remoteness, risk and physical challenge

This WLA is experienced by a relatively high number of people,
but in very different ways. The A82 road corridor, just outside
the WLA, offers high numbers of motorists the opportunity to
experience some of the awe-inspiring qualities of the adjacent
landforms, but not high remoteness.
Conversely, the
mountains within the interior are popular for hillwalkers and
climbers who seek higher elevations and greater remoteness,
physical challenge and perceived sanctuary. Other hillwalkers
choose longer routes, such as the West Highland Way, or short,
steep paths up into corries around the margins, such as to the
Lost Valley. Some areas are also popular for wild camping such
as along the River Etive.
Given the good access to many parts of the WLA, there can be relatively high numbers of visitors within
the most popular areas during the busiest times. This can temporarily diminish the sense of solitude
within these areas, although other attributes remain strong. Nonetheless, there are other areas of the
WLA that are remote and rarely visited by people at any time, and thus always possess strong qualities
of sanctuary and solitude.
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Endnotes and select references
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SNH (2007) Ben Nevis and Glencoe: A landscape fashioned by geology. Redgorton, SNH.

ii

Land within the northern part of the WLA in Glen Coe is owned by the National Trust for Scotland. More information is
available at: http://www.nts.org.uk/Property/Glencoe-and-Dalness/
iii

SNH (2010) The special qualities of the National Scenic Areas. SNH Commissioned Report No 374.

iv

identified by Argyll and Bute Council

Site assessment carried out September and October 2014
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